About eco

With more than 1,100 member companies, eco is the largest Internet industry association in Europe. Since 1995 eco has been highly instrumental in shaping the Internet, fostering new technologies, forming framework conditions, and representing the interests of members in politics and international committees. eco’s key topics are the reliability and strengthening of digital infrastructure, IT security and trust, as well as ethically-oriented digitalisation. eco advocates for a free, technologically-neutral, and high-performance Internet.

About eco, long version

With over 1,100 member companies, eco is the largest Internet industry association in Europe. Since 1995 eco has been highly instrumental in shaping the Internet, fostering new technologies, forming framework conditions, and representing the interests of members in politics and international committees. eco’s key topics are the reliability and strengthening of digital infrastructure, IT security and trust, as well as ethically-oriented digitalisation. eco advocates for a free, technologically-neutral, and high-performance Internet.

We thereby want to support the security and reliability of the Internet, as well as trust in technology. Our goal is to shape the digital transformation of society and the economy in the best possible way so that successful economic action can succeed on the basis of our democratic values. As the voice of the Internet industry, we assume social responsibility for an ethically-oriented digitalisation.

In our expert and competence groups, you will find the ideal platform for exchange on current and future Internet topics and for the further development of these topics. With a wide range of events, we promote active exchange and networking: regionally, nationally, and also internationally. In this way, we want to enlist as many members as possible to our common ecosystem and connect them with each other in a way which creates added value for all.